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ABSTRACT
The increasing pervasiveness of mobile and embedded devices
(IoT/Edge), combined with the access to Cloud infrastructures,
makes it possible to build scalable distributed systems, character-
ized by a multi-dimensional architecture. The overall picture is a
massive collection of computing devices, characterized by very het-
erogeneous levels of performance and power consumption, which
we could exploit to reduce the need to access Cloud computing
resources. This would play a key role, especially for emerging use
cases, where huge amount of data are generated. However, the
deployment of distributed applications on such an heterogeneous
infrastructures requires suitable management layers. This posi-
tion paper aims at: (a) proposing a fully-distributed, cooperative,
dynamic and multi-layered architecture, capable of integrating dif-
ferent computing paradigms; (b) identifying a possible solution to
manage workloads at run-time in a resources continuity perspec-
tive, through an analysis of the open research challenges.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing→Ubiquitous computing;Mo-
bile computing; Mobile devices; • Computing methodologies
→ Distributed programming languages; • Computer systems or-
ganization→ Embedded and cyber-physical systems;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Both academia and industry have addressed the problem of the
organization of computing systems and the increased demand of
computational power, since a very long time. In this regard, look-
ing back at the last decades, we can observe an interesting cyclic
relationship, as shown in Figure 1.

Until the 1980s, centralized architectures dominated the enter-
prise scene, with mainframes and “dummy” terminals connected
together, in a client-server fashion (Table 1). During the 1990s,
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Figure 1: A cyclic view of computing approaches across ages.

the increase of performance of desktops and personal computers
made it possible to decentralize the workload, arranging distributed
systems, also in peer-to-peer (P2P) configuration, rather than client-
server. In 2000s, Cloud computing decreed another turning point
towards a return to centralized approaches, in which remote data
and computing centers provide access to services and platforms in a
global way. This regardless of users location or device’s capabilities.
Today, users and developers can in fact leverage on Cloud resources
to deploy computing-intensive tasks, coming from Machine Learn-
ing and Deep Neural Networks or Big Data analysis applications.
Moreover, users and companies can take advantage of large scale
commercial services to decrease costs, by relying on ready-to-use
Cloud services. Unfortunately, emerging use-cases are showing the
limits of this approach [16, 24].

According to Gartner, in 2016 there were 6,4 billions of edge
devices around the world, whereas the estimation for year 2020 is
of 20,8 billions. This exponential growth has pushed towards the
Internet of Things (IoT) concept – the idea of having a plethora of
physical devices (from sensors-based embedded systems to house
appliances) interconnected via Internet. This paradigm allows the
exploration of the pervasiveness of mobile and smart devices in
users’ daily life, collecting and exchanging a lot of data, for which
different degrees of processing can be required. In this regard, novel
application domains are arising in health care, smart cities, auto-
motive and industry contexts.

However, the huge amount of raw data, combined with the high
transfer rate,increases the network bandwidth requirements, with
a consequent loss in terms of response times and network latency.
This introduces the need of going beyond centralized Cloud com-
puting based approaches. In this sense, it is worth noticing that
not all the data are relevant for the final processing. The risk is to
afford costs and spend Cloud resources to perform a not negligible
amount of pre-processing operations. Furthermore, accessing Cloud
infrastructures requires a stable low-latency Internet connection,
which makes the exploitation of Cloud computing a challenging
task for real-time applications.
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Age Approach Implementations Accessibility Pervasiveness Model
1980s Centralized Mainframe Enterprise Local enterprise context Client-Server
1990s Decentralized Desktop/Personal Computers Home/Enterprise Local home/enterprise contexts C-S or Peer-to-peer
2000s Centralized Cloud Computing Internet’s users Remote global context Client-Server
2010s Decentralized Edge/Fog Computing Every users Local strong pervasive context Cooperative
2020s Hybrid Post-Cloud Resource Continuity Every users Local pervasive and global context Cooperative

Table 1: An overview of the characteristics of the different evolutionary ages in computing approach.

In this context, researcher embraced the idea of moving part
of the computation from the Cloud to the Edge, i.e., closer to the
data source. This means that edge devices, such as sensor equipped
embedded devices, locally perform all or part of the pre-processing
operations (e.g., aggregation, filtering. . . ), so that only useful data
are sent to the Cloud for the analysis and processing steps. This
is a new turning point towards a revisited decentralized approach.
This change has several benefits: (1) decreased network bandwidth
requirements, and the probability of incurring in network con-
gestion and other undesired side effects; (2) reduction of Cloud
access costs; (3) contribution to reducing the growing CO2 impact
of data-centres. Besides these benefits, some limitations are still
relevant. First, Edge computing still relies on Cloud infrastructures
and Internet connection availability. Second, there are no standard
architectural models to integrate different Edge platform vendors
and research technologies. Finally, there are still issues related to
energy budget management and processing capabilities of edge
devices. In particular, the energy budget (of batteries) and the ther-
mal management represent the upper bound to the exploitation of
further performance rooms.

The requirements of the emerging scenarios, together with the
limitations of Cloud-based solutions, ask for an intermediate pro-
cessing layer, that could fill part of the performance gap between
Edge/IoT devices and Cloud computing servers. This novel concept,
called Fog Computing, was proposed in 2012 by Cisco [6], and it
has been translated into different paradigms [24], including Mobile
Edge Computing [8], Dew Computing [21] and Mobile Cloud Com-
puting [9, 15]. Fog Computing aims at building a scalable horizontal
computing infrastructure closer to the IoT layer. This has the follow-
ing advantages: (1) the possibility to complete computing-intensive
tasks without the need to access a remote Cloud infrastructure; (2)
achieving scalability at local level; (3) providing stronger guaran-
tee in terms of security, by keeping sensible data at local level; (4)
reducing the costs due to Cloud services and Internet connection
subscriptions; (5) opening to real-time applications. In this regard,
the current computational capabilities of modern embedded multi-
core platforms and mobile devices [22] make them good candidates
for building Fog Computing layers.

Of course, there are some pending issues at different levels. First,
despite some attempts, standard and homogeneous architectural
models needed to integrate Fog and Edge computing are still miss-
ing or based on proprietary solutions. Moreover, exploiting mobile
and other energy-constrained devices requires the monitoring of
their availability. Overall, this means that a certain degree of relia-
bility of the platform is needed, in order to guarantee the continuity
of the service provision. Finally, regarding the heterogeneity of

the devices, current solutions implement in part (or not at all) fine-
grained resource management strategies. This means taking into
account the device specific capabilities, in order to balance the
workload placement and optimize the resources utilization, accord-
ing to task-level performance requirements and energy efficiency
maximization objectives [23].

Many-in-One: Resources Continuity. In this emerging re-
search context, our goal is twofold: (1) Rearranging and integrat-
ing different approaches in a single high-level solution, based on
a fully-distributed, cooperative and multi-layered infrastructure.
(2) Proposing a solution to manage workloads at run-time, with
performance and reliability guarantees, in a resources continuity
perspective [12], through an analysis of open research challenges.
In this sense, we aim at suggesting a new hybrid approach to bind
together both centralized and decentralized post-cloud solutions.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. The main contri-
bution about the architectural model and the resource management
strategy is presented and detailed in Section 2. Section 3 analyzes
a smart-farming use-case and the potential benefits introduced by
our approach. Section 4 concludes the paper exposing the current
challenges and future research directions.

2 MANAGING RESOURCES CONTINUITY
To support the emerging use-cases, we propose a cooperative ap-
proach that provides a dynamic, modular and heterogeneous dis-
tributed system. This gathers the different post-cloud paradigms
by implementing a resource continuity from the most remote plat-
forms to the nearest-to-data devices, as shown in Figure 2. Suitable
management layers must take into account performance require-
ments, QoS constraints and energy efficiency, going beyond the
existing platform supports. In general, such infrastructure can offer
flexibility and energy efficiency computation opportunities – an
important challenge in the HiPeac Vision – as well as vertical isola-
tion capability for real-time applications. However, the availability
of links and devices may be subject to variability, due to mobility,
energy budget, thermal stress, faults or other environmental condi-
tions. In such a complex scenario effective management approaches
are needed.

2.1 Two-dimension resource space
As highlighted in Figure 2, the infrastructure is characterized by a
multi-tier architecture, in which computing nodes at different levels
expose heterogeneous capabilities (in terms of processing, stor-
age and network connectivity). A resource management approach
should therefore operate on a bidimensional space.

By moving along the vertical dimensionwe can cross the different
paradigms. At the top, Cloud computing platforms offer remote,
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Figure 2: The layered architecture for post-cloud computing solutions.

reliable and powerful computational resources (i.e., PaaS1, IaaS2,
HPC solutions). At the bottom, the Edge computing level, with
low-power embedded devices and sensor nodes, for collecting data
and performing minimal processing. In the middle we find the
Fog level, with devices spanning from desktops to micro-servers,
from gateways to high-end embedded p (e.g., NVIDIA Jetson TX2,
Raspberry Pi, HiKey 960 . . . ) and mobile devices (e.g., smartphones,
tablet . . . ). Going upward from the Edge to the Cloud level, we
gain performance rooms and energy budget (we go from battery-
supplied devices to plugged platforms). However, costs typically
increase (due to computation infrastructure and connectivity), the
dependency on a internet-based connection is stronger (e.g., for
accessing the Cloud) and higher network latency are often experi-
enced. To the contrary, moving from the Cloud to the Edge, leads
to more pervasiveness and low-power consumption. Moreover, the
data-to-computing distance is lower, which means lower latencies.
However, the generated data require further aggregation and re-
finement, before they could be sent upwards for processing.

The horizontal dimension instead, allows to scale and balance the
workload among sibling nodes. In particular: (1) at Cloud level, we
can switch between different providers, to find the cheapest or most
suitable solution, taking into account the computing center location;
(2) at Fog level, we can compose different and dynamic worker
groups (or clusters [4]) to cope with energy-efficiency workload
allocation and privacy concerns; (3) at Edge level, sensors and Edge
device can be composed together. Depending on the amount of
generated data and load demand, we can exploit close-by nodes, to
scale performance while maintaining acceptable communication
latency. In case of heterogeneous nodes/devices, it enables the
possibility of exploring different workload distributions, to find
the most energy-efficient solutions. Moreover, the redundancy of

1Platform-as-a-Service
2Infrastructure-as-a-Service

devices and sensor nodes allows us to implement fault-tolerance
policies, thus gaining in terms of reliability. On the other side,
the presence of mobile devices can increase the complexity of the
management strategies, due to the probability of unavailability.

Overall, this two-dimension space is strongly characterized by
heterogeneity, in terms of both connectivity and computing re-
sources.
Connectivity heterogeneity. Communications intra- and inter-
level rely on different connectivity technologies. Cloud computing
infrastructures are accessed via Internet-based connections, (optical
fiber, ADSL, 3G/4G mobile networks, . . . ), requiring the subscrip-
tion of a service contract. At Fog level, devices can be grouped in
different subnets, leveraging both wired and wireless solutions of
different size and extension (e.g., Ethernet, WiFi, 5G). For instance,
ad-hoc wireless/wired networks are useful to create on-demand
work groups among temporary available devices (e.g., in automo-
tive and traffic scenarios, public areas . . . ). Edge devices for example,
can be organized into Wireless Sensors Networks (WSN). Among
the solutions emerged in the latest years, we consider the Low
Power Wide Area Networks (LPWAN) (e.g., LoRafor long-range
connectivity and Personal Area Networks (PAN) solutions, like
ZigBee , or Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) , for short/medium-range
connections.
Resource heterogeneity.We can consider three types of resource
heterogeneity: (1) Inter-level heterogeneity: computing resources
with very different capabilities depending on the level (2) Intra-
level heterogeneity: different computing resources, located at the
same level. (3) Intra-node heterogeneity: heterogeneous resources
available on the same device/node (e.g., general-purpose single or
multi-core CPUs, many-core GPU, HW accelerators).
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Figure 3: Resource and service-aware programming model.

2.2 Modular applications
The exploitation of such a distributed and heterogeneous infras-
tructure requires the adoption of suitable programming models,
enabling a decomposition of the application into multiple tasks and
services. A task can be considered an execution unit, that we should
be able to deploy on different devices/nodes, featuring heteroge-
neous architectures, and capable of exchanging data with other
tasks. A service, instead, is a functionality provided by a platform.
Available services can be used to map specific tasks [10].

In HPC, Message Passing Interface (MPI) and OSGi are well es-
tablished programming approaches used to develop distributed
applications. OpenCL, instead, allows us to develop massively par-
allel applications, dealing with the availability of heterogeneous
set of computing units on the current node. We consider a combi-
nation of these programming models as a possible starting point.
However, to pursue the objectives previously discussed, a strong in-
tegration between programming model and run-time management
system is required. In [1] an example of integration for single-node
heterogeneous systems is discussed.

For distributed heterogeneous systems integrating layers from
Edge to Cloud, we think that a suitable novel programming model
is required. In Figure 3, we provide an overall view of desirable
features, which are:

• An API to enable the exchange of data (profiling, task re-
quirements, variation of allocated resources, etc. . . ) between
the application and the run-time manager;

• An interface to specify per-task application requirements
(time constraints, QoS, reliability level, etc. . . );

• A managed execution model through which seamlessly re-
configure or migrate tasks onto different devices, according
to performance, energy or reliability improvements oppor-
tunities;

• Compatibility with service-oriented architectures, exposing
an interface to define task-service requirements and depen-
dencies.

2.3 Multi-layer management
Once we have modular applications that we can distribute over
the Edge/Fog/Cloud integrated infrastructure, we need a run-time
management system in charge of establishing how to deploy the
application in terms of task placement and service binding. To
this end, on top of the aforementioned resource space, we can
think of a multi-layer management approach, as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Multi-layer approach to address task-based appli-
cations, services and resources management.

This must: (1) provide a well-structured and flexible stack, with
homogeneous interfaces between layers, to deal with both service
and non-service-based applications; (2) allow the identification of
layer-specific requirements and their assessment, being agnostic
with respect to the other layers.

In particular, in case of a service-oriented architecture, since
matching each task’s service requirements and nodes’ offer is a
tricky aspect, that has to be addressed specifically, we can think of a
dedicated Service Management Layer. This must be characterized by
(1) an efficient mechanism for node’s service provision and discov-
ery; (2) a service composition strategy. However, each service may
need specific resource requirements and constraints to be consid-
ered, in order to optimize the utilization of the service itself. In this
case, the key-point is the presence of a novel Resource Management
Layer, able to map the top-most layers to the assignment of the un-
derlying resources. This must rely on the underlying Resource layer
that provides the abstract resource continuity view over the infras-
tructure, where the Hardware (or Node) layer physically constitutes
the aforementioned two-dimension resource space.

2.4 Run-time management in action
As argued above, from a system-side perspective, energy-efficiency
and reliability must be maximized, while minimizing the costs.
From an application perspective, the per-task requirements must
be satisfied by taking into account the inter-task dependencies, the
target architectures and the overhead occurring while transferring
data among nodes/devices.

Figure 5 shows the proposed management flow of our infras-
tructure. The application work-flow can be represented through a
task-graph, like shown in Figure 5a. For each task, we can specify
performance requirements, time constraints and explicit requests
of resources and services. In the example of Figure 5a, task T1 re-
quires two services (Sa and Sb), an explicit set of resources (CPU and
MEM), and specifies a time constraint (CompletionTime = 20ms).
In case of more accurate profiling, the application could come with
data about energy consumption, for each possible target resource
and operating point [14].

On the node/device side, we can expose information about avail-
able services (through the Service layer), the current status of re-
sources (e.g., power consumption and temperature see Figure 5b).
When the application starts, the composition manager can discover
the available services and compose/match the conversation. This
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Figure 5: The proposed work-flow for application, allocation of tasks and services and infrastructure resource management.

determines the order in which services are used. Figure 5c contin-
ues the example showing task-services dependency and associated
conversation. At this point, the service manager builds the final
conversation. Different description specifications and composition
strategies can now be implemented, like the promising ontological
model, which offers a higher-level of abstraction and expressive-
ness, by adding context-aware properties to standard semantic web
services [19, 20].

The next step involves the resource management layer in two
ways: (1) global assignment of tasks across the nodes. (2) local
resource allocation and power management (Figure 5d). In other
words, a global resource manager instance will be in charge of
dispatching the tasks over the nodes, considering also the service
conversation provided by the service manager, i.e. only the nodes
that exposes the selected services. A local resource manager that
acts at level of node or group of devices, will be responsible of the re-
source reservation (CPU time, cores, memory) and the enforcement
of power management actions (e.g., frequency-voltage operating
point selection), by taking into account the characteristics and the
requirements of the dispatched tasks.

Overall, global and local resource manager instances must coop-
erate. They do so by relying on (1) multi-objective policies, capable
of exploring large multi-dimensional decision space, according to
the aforementioned requirements and objectives; (2) run-time mon-
itoring processes, to exchange information about the current status
of nodes and devices, and trigger resource allocation changes when
needed.

3 USE CASE: SMART FARMING
In order to highlight the possible use and the benefits of our infras-
tructure, in this section we discuss a possible use case related to a
Smart Farming scenario. Let us consider an extensive plantation,

with a smart irrigation system, based on information about the
state of the plants (e.g. water need, diseases). This information is
obtained through a WSN and a set of drones overflying the area.
Moreover, IoT enabled tractors help farmers to plow the land in
an efficient way. In this scenario, actuators can offer a solution to
problems like dryness and diseases, by controlling irrigation path
and dispense pesticides only to a specific part of the plantation. In
addition to this, a Cloud-based weather forecast system would al-
low proactive response plans. In such a scenario, we can operate at
different levels by exploiting all the actors involved: (1) WSN nodes
that perform pre-processing of raw data, and send the intermediate
output to more powerful nodes. Being battery and solar-powered, a
resource manager could bound the exploitable computing capabili-
ties, according to forecast and current charging status. (2) Drones
that perform image pre-processing, in order to identify possible
disease. Moreover, they can interact directly with nearby sensors
to collect data related to specific plants or areas. (3) Different Fog
nodes – i.e., fixed node, IoT tractors, farmers’ smartphones – spread
over the plantation, could receive aggregated data or computing
task from (1) and (2). In this way, they could perform further anal-
ysis or compute fast emergency response. (4) IoT tractors could
exchange information with nearby sensors, in order to adapt their
plowing plan on the basis of the field conditions. (5) Smartphones
could collect information from nearby sensors and drones to pro-
vide real-time information to the farmer. (6) Cloud-based software
could collect all the aggregated information from the field to pro-
vide an overview of the plantation, with a further possible data
analysis. Moreover, they could build area-specific weather model,
to drive water and irrigation management plan, as well as to guide
the grow and plowing schedule. (7) Finally, Fog controls actuators
on the basis of information received from the Cloud infrastructure
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and other nodes. We believe that in this scenario the proposed re-
source management strategy could play a key role, i.e. optimizing
the allocation and execution of the different tasks according to
environment status, actual amount of processing to perform and
current status of all the devices that my be involved.

4 CONCLUSIONS AND CHALLENGES
In this paper we discussed a run-time resource management ap-
proach for a distributed and heterogeneous infrastructure, able to
leverage the resource continuity from Edge nodes to Cloud plat-
forms. To effectively develop and adopt this infrastructure, which
serves as a general model for subsequent research works, we need
to face different open challenges.

Heterogeneity and Interoperability. Dealing with heteroge-
neous and distributed systems means relying on homogeneous
interfaces. In this sense, it is possible to extend the open-source
BarbequeRTRM [2, 3] framework by providing abstraction layers
on top of different architectures [13] (e.g., multi-many core, em-
bedded and mobile) and implementing global and local resource
management strategies [17]. However, collecting information about
the actual availability of remote and mobile devices and not just of
connection type, is still lacking.

Application Modularity and Reconfigurability. Developers
need a multi-task programming model that makes them agnos-
tic with respect to the hardware target, and that allows them to
specify per-task constraints and requirements. Extending already
proposed programming models, in order to integrate the resource
management layer, is another key activity.

Privacy and Security. Integrating Edge and Fog can introduce
benefits also in terms of security and privacy, that a centralized
Cloud-based could not guarantee [11]. Close-to-data processing
reduces the volume of data transfers over the network, thus di-
minishing the risk of attacks. Moreover, users can define their own
security policies (e.g., trusted devices. . . ), to drive the task allocation,
also addressing privacy issues, due to data processing on public
devices, which can be hijacked by traditional attacks [18]. For this,
isolation capabilities and cryptography algorithms are required.

System Reliability. Ensuring the reliability of the system is a
key challenge for the execution of real-time applications. There
are four areas of interest, spacing from hardware, software and
data of single nodes to the global network [7]. The complexity of
the system requires a scalable fault-tolerant mechanisms, able to
provide multiple reference data sources and computing units to
migrate the tasks. With respect to this, status information about
nodes/devices [5] can feed machine learning algorithms in order to
build more accurate reliability models.
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